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Welcome to the first TAS Holiday Gift Guide 2020-curated
by Talmadge Art Show producers, Sharon Gorevitz and
Alan Greenberg.
Shop with Talmadge Art Show artists virtually—anytime,
anywhere!
CONTACT THE ARTISTS DIRECTLY FOR ORDERS BY
CLICKING ON A PRODUCT PHOTO, THEIR WEBSITE
OR EMAIL LINKS.

Questions? 619-559-9082 or

talmadgeartshow@me.com

Be on the lookout for special emails about the TAS Holiday
Gift Guide 2020 with information on specials, artists and crafts.
Please enjoy this unique TAS Holiday Gift Guide 2020,
however, it’s only live until December 31st.

Happy Holidays…
					

Sharon & Alan
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ARTIST

Alessandra Thornton

BIO
Organic Jewelry by Allie have been in business since 2010and our mission is to
create jewels with a good karma. Our jewelry is nature sourced and nature inspired
and sometimes denounces with art and/or enviromental issues. Our processes are
characteristic of slow fashion, and leave minimal carbon foot print in the environment.

LOCATION
TEMECULA, CA

CONTACT INFO

Organic Jewelry by Allie

/OrganicJewelrybyAllie

MEDIUM
Tagua nut, rainforest seeds, leather and
other organic mediums

organicjewelrybyallie.com | 858.449.6801

/alessandrathornton/

andeaanamazontreasures@gmail.com

/OrganicjewelrybyAlli

Paw Necklace Set
This is a 3 piece set and
includes paw bracelet for
pet mom, dog tag for the
pet and paw necklace for
the pet father. The whole
family. Made of tagua nuts
engraved by laser cut.

Marine Life Jewelry Set
Our beautiful ocean animals
featured in our hand carved
tagua nuts bracelets and
earrings deserve clean
oceans to life and thrive!

Tiger Necklaces
Beautiful Animal, tiger print
handpainted tagua nuts
necklaces are part of my
new “Cougar” or “Tigresa”
collection. Available in 3
colors, adaptable length,
you can wear it centered or
asymmetrical.

ITEM # AT-0010

ITEM # AT-0011

ITEM # AT-0012

PRICE $34.00

PRICE $29.00

PRICE $35.00

Wrap Spiral Bracelets
This adaptable wire
wrap bracelets are totally
stunning, cute and colorful,
adaptable size wire. The
beads are acai berries and
the roses that look like
leather are actually orange
peels rolls.

Mother & Daughter Set
Christian gift bracelets sets
made of tagua nuts, one
bracelet is for mom and the
matching second bracelet
for the girls up to 7 years
old. Comes in gift box.

Catholic Rosary Set
Handmade with acai seeds,
beaded in cotton waxed
cord, and tagua nut carved
cross covered with resin.
100% vegan and organic
rosary. Bracelet is stretchy
one size fits all.

ITEM # AT-0013

ITEM # AT-0014

ITEM # AT-0015

PRICE $25.00

PRICE $25.00

PRICE $35.00

Hand-crafted treasures by local artists
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ARTIST

Marcia Abelson

LOCATION
Carlsbad - San Diego, CA

MEDIUM
Victorian Buttons have been added to non-allergic gold and silver backings.

DESCRIPTION
Authentic Victorian Buttons made into one-of-a kind bracelets. Every button is
an authentic Victorian antique and was worn on ladies clothing 1832-1900. All
bracelets feature 11 different buttons that are never duplicated. All have silver
or gold non-allergic base metal backings.
CONTACT INFO

Watch Over Me - Authentic Victorian Jewelry
Email: marcia0649@yahoo.com
Cell 760.814.4197 | Home 760.929.9876

Bracelet - MEG
Features a dabbed perfume
button that was often given
to a solider by his sweetheart
during the Civil War. He wore
it under his collar on his
uniform to remind him of his
love for her. Price includes
shipping costs.

Bracelet - ANNA
The jeweled buttons on
this bracelet were worn on
satin and lace garments.
They are blue in color. A
perfume button is also on this
bracelet. Jeweled buttons
doubled as their jewelry.
Price includes shipping costs.

Bracelet - BETH
Red is the dominate color
of the buttons on this silver
backed bracelet. A red velvet
perfume button adorns the
center surrounded by other
beautiful red buttons, each
different. Price includes
shipping costs.

ITEM # MA-0010

ITEM # MA-0011

ITEM # MA-0012

PRICE $129.00

PRICE $129.00

PRICE $129.00

Bracelet - KIM
Silver and gold buttons,
many with floral pictures
make up this 11 button
bracelet silver backed
bracelet. Price includes
shipping costs.

Bracelet - JAN
A mixture of silver and gold
buttons mostly with flower
designs that blend together
to make this an outstanding
bracelet. Price includes
shipping costs.

Bracelet - FRAN
Features a perfume button
and a mirror back button
called a “twinkle” on gold
backing. The designs on
the buttons are beautifully
coordinated mostly in gold
buttons. Price includes
shipping costs.

ITEM # MA-0013

ITEM # MA-0014

ITEM # MA-0015

PRICE $129.00

PRICE $129.00

PRICE $129.00

Questions? 619-559-9082 or talmadgeartshow@me.com
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ARTIST

Mary Brown

BIO
Mary is a visual artist, specializing in one-of-a-kind jewelry and original abstract
paintings. She was educated at the University of Oregon in Interior Architecture and
also holds an MBA. Besides the Talmadge Art Show, she sells her work in California
and Arizona boutiques and galleries.

LOCATION
Escondido, CA

CONTACT INFO

MEDIUM
Jewelry & Abstract Paintings

marybrownvisualartist.com

Mary Brown Visual Artist
mary.brown2@cox.net

/marybrown810/

| 760.450.4050

Dots & Stripes Gone Wild
Made from beads primarily
from the Philippines. The
large dotted beads are of
wood, the smaller striped
beads are of horn plus sterling
silver spacers, bone, and
glass spacers plus handmade
sterling silver chain and clasp.

White Leopard Memory
Wire Necklace
The necklace is extremely
lightweight with a lovely
hollow glass bead, along with
carved bone, ceramic beads,
and sterling silver, all on
rubber-covered memory wire.

Black Beauty
Great large hollow glass
beads (very light) from
Italy with sterling silver
spacers and handmade
chain and clasp.

ITEM # MB-0010

ITEM # MB-0011

ITEM # MB-0012

PRICE $199.00

PRICE $99.00

PRICE $299.00

Chocolate (Black) Donuts
This piece is comprised
of handmade glass beads
from the Ukraine and the
U.S. and silver beads from
Bali. The chain and clasp
are handmade of 16-gauge
sterling silver.

Domino Disk Earrings
Black and White glass disk
with hand-embellished
sterling silver wire and
sterling ear wires. Looks
great with Black Beauty or
Chocolate Donuts.

Filigree on Adjustable
Olive-Colored Asian Cord

ITEM # MB-0013

ITEM # MB-0014

ITEM # MB-0015

PRICE $349.00

PRICE $35.00

PRICE $85.00

Hand-crafted treasures by local artists

This soft adjustable fiber
necklace is embellished with
a lightweight hollow metal
filigree bead along with
glass and bone disks.
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ARTIST

Helen Schultes
LOCATION
Carmel Valley area - San Diego, CA

MEDIUM
Sterling Silver and Gold Jewelry with Natural Semi-Precious Stones,
Cultured Pearls, Shells, Murano Glass, Ceramics

BIO
Living near the ocean along with frequent visits to favorite vacation spots in Hawaii,
has been the inspiration for my tropical jewelry line. La Isla is exotic and elegant. The
designs have a minimalist simplicity with clean lines and understated femininity. Their
style is contemporary, sophisticated, and strikingly fashionable.
CONTACT INFO

La Isla Jewelry

/laislajewelry/

www.laislajewelry.com

/laislajewelry/

helen@laislajewelry.com

|

858.395.8899

/laislajewelry/

Blue Lapis Chain Necklace
Classy blue lapis chain
necklace featuring a
scalloped blue lapis
centerpiece on a blue
lapis gold chain. With an
adjustable gold plated
lobster clasp, the necklace
measures 18″-20″ long.

Turquoise Gold Clasp
Bracelet
Elegant blue-green turquoise
beaded bracelet with a
larger gold vermeil accent
bead. The bracelet has a
gold plated toggle clasp that
adjusts from 7-1/4″ to 8″.

Tourmalated Quartz
Pendant Necklace
Diamond-shaped black
tourmalated stones on an
18K gold overlay designer
chain. Pendant is accented
with a pave CZ setting.
Necklace measures 21″ long
but can be adjusted shorter.

ITEM # HS-0010

ITEM # HS-0011

ITEM # HS-0012

PRICE $135.00

PRICE $95.00

PRICE $175.00

Blue Lace Agate Silver
Dangle Earrings
Long teardrop blue lace agate
stones accented with a touch
of pearl. Agate stones dangle
from extra long marquis
hand-hammered shiny sterling
silver earring wires. Earrings
measure 3-3/4″ long.
ITEM # HS-0013

Pearl Amethyst Silver
Dangle Earrings
Amethyst heart faceted beads
set in a sterling silver bezel
with a silver bezeled pearl as
accent. Long sterling silver
marquis earring wires give
the earrings great movement.
Earrings measure 2-3/4″ long.
ITEM # HS-0014

Tropical Chalcedony
Dangle Earrings
Gold bezeled chalcedony
stones dangle from 18K gold
overlay sea life chain. The
earring wires are gold plated.
Earrings measure 2-3/4”
long.

PRICE $120.00

PRICE $75.00

PRICE $65.00

ITEM # HS-0015

Questions? 619-559-9082 or talmadgeartshow@me.com
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ARTIST

Christine Hartsock
LOCATION
Santa Ynez, CA

MEDIUM
Hand woven jewelry with glass, metal and gemstone material.

BIO
I am a sel-taught bead weaver that started my busines in 2007. I use both
traditional and non-traditional materials in my work and put a contemporary spin
on bead weaving techniques. I welcome custom orders–if you have materials with
sentimental value or just want something unique with modern materials I would love
to work with you to create a one of a kind, meaningful piece.
CONTACT INFO

CEH Creations
cehcreations.com

| 805.637.094

/CEHCreations/
shop/CEHCreationShop/

christinehartsock@gmail.com

Ginkgo Blue Necklace
Hand woven with Czech
glass beads, crystals and
seed beads, 16” to 19”
long.

Copper Hemisphere
Bracelet
Hand woven with Czech
glass beads and seed
beads. Has a magnetic
closure. Can be altered
to fit.

Sterling Cutout Bracelet
Hand woven with sterling
silver beads and cutout
sterling silver plate. Can
be altered to fit. One of
a kind.

ITEM # CH-0010

ITEM # CH-0011

ITEM # CH-0012

PRICE $125.00

PRICE $60.00

PRICE $135.00

Reversible Abalone Bracelet
Hand woven abalone beads,
one side traditional abalone
colors, the other side is
mother of pearl. Totally
reversible. Can be altered
to fit.

Lapis Cuff
Hand woven cuff using
lapis for the centerpiece.
It is held in place with a
slingback bezel, so the
stone is visible. Can be
altered to fit. One of a Kind.

Marcasite and Gunmetal
Crystals Bracelet

ITEM # CH-0013

ITEM # CH-0014

ITEM # CH-0015

PRICE $145.00

PRICE $295.00

PRICE $185.00

Hand-crafted treasures by local artists

Hand woven sterling silver
and marcasite bracelet.
Sterling beads interspersed
with gunmetal crystals. Can
be altered to fit. One of a
Kind.
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ARTIST

Kristine Moss
Robinson

LOCATION
Escondido, CA

MEDIUM
Beach Stone Jewelry–all natural stones, all hand harvested.
Shale Stone Leather
Necklace

BIO
Kristine Moss gathers wave polished beach stones from Northern California’s
rugged shoreline. She then creates one-of-a-kind pieces of jewelry using the unique
characteristics of each stone. Her jewelry will enhance all that it surrounds. Her
creations combine gathered stones with other elements to highlight their natural beauty.
CONTACT INFO

Moss Gathers Stones
mossgathersstones.com

|

619.892.0699

kristinemossrobinson@icloud.com
Lagoons 1 Necklace

Adjustable length. Each
Beach Stone Necklace is
comprised of natural stones
in similar size, texture and
hue. All stones are hand
harvested.

1 Necklace, 11 stones,
pendant, leather. Measures
22 inches. All stones are
hand harvested.

Trinidad Necklace
1 Necklace, 11 stones,
lava beads and quartz,
leather. Measures 23
inches. All stones are
hand harvested.

ITEM # KR-0011

ITEM # KR-0012

ITEM # KR-0010

PRICE $159.50

PRICE $159.50

Little River Necklace
1 Necklace, 14 stones,
double stringer, faux leather.
Measures 20/21 inches. All
stones are hand harvested.

Gualala Multiple Wrap
Necklace
28 stones, faux leather.
Measures 90 inches. All
stones are hand harvested.

Lagoons 2 and N.
Lagoons Necklaces
Lagoons 2 - 13 stones, faux
leather, measures 22 inches.
N. Lagoons - 12 stones,
faux leather, measures 21
inches. All stones are hand
harvested.

ITEM # KR-0013

ITEM # KR-0014

ITEM # KR-0015 / 0016

PRICE $139.50

PRICE $179.50

PRICE $159.50 each

PRICE $225.00

Questions? 619-559-9082 or talmadgeartshow@me.com
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ARTIST

Sarwat Suleiman
LOCATION
Carlsbad, CA

MEDIUM
Jewelry made from sterling silver, semi precious, and unique findings

BIO
I am a local artist that loves creating fun wearable art. I have been making jewelry for over
18 years, it originally started as a hobby, and later I made my love for creating jewelry my
profession. The saying goes, “if you find a job you love you’ll never work a day in your
life”. The jewelry pieces come with a history of where the stones are from and the healing
properties of the stones. I can adjust the length of all the pieces so they fit you personally.
CONTACT INFO

Sparkles by Sarwat

/sparklesbysarwat/

760.803.8241

/sparklesbysarwat/

sarwatsuleiman@yahoo.com

Vintage Brooch Necklace
3 strands of semi precious
stones, 2 strands of round
garnet beads, and 1 strand
of amethyst. Beads can be
worn twisted or untwisted, the
pendant is a vintage brooch, it
measures 3” x 2”. Necklace is
16.5”, can be made longer.

Kyanite Necklace
Made from sterling silver
and 14k gold filled coins;
its reversible and the coins
measure at ¾” wide, necklace
can be worn at 16 -18”. The
kyanite is all hand faceted
and the beads are separated
with a glass beads.

Labradorite Earrings
Made from sterling silver
and beautifully hand cut
labradorite, the earrings
are on French hooks
but I can switch them for
lever backs if preferred.
They measure at 1” long
and ¾” wide.

ITEM # SS-0016

ITEM # SS-0011

ITEM # SS-0012

PRICE $240.00

PRICE $179.00

PRICE $135.00

Jasper with Gold Coin
It’s made from hand faceted
ocean jasper, and gold
vermeil spacers, the coin
measure 1 ¼” width and the
same in length, the necklace
itself can be worn at 17” and
up to 19”.

Chrysoprase Coin Necklace
The coins are all 14k gold
filled and the necklace is
reversible, this necklace is
adjustable it can be worn 18”
to 20”. The necklace has a
combination of sterling silver
with the gold making it very
versatile.

Larimar Beauty
So stunning in person!
Hawaiian larimar paired
with beautiful golden
colored citrine faceted
beads. The pendant is
2” long and ½” wide, the
necklace length is 17½”.

ITEM # SS-0013

ITEM # SS-0014

ITEM # SS-0015

PRICE $178.00

PRICE $175.00

PRICE $175.00

Hand-crafted treasures by local artists
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ARTIST

Stephen Silverman

LOCATION
San Diego, CA

BIO
In the last five years I’ve focused almost exclusively on sterling silver, sometimes
accented with other metals or semi-precious stones. Working solo, I personally melt,
forge, stamp, bend, solder, and otherwise manipulate silver to assert that an individual
has been directly engaged in a hands-on jewelry-making process. My jewelry tends to be
geometric or architectural in form and emphasizes dimension and movement.
CONTACT INFO

Stephen Silverman Signature Jewelry

www.etsy.com/shop/stephensilvermansj

MEDIUM
Jewelry made from sterling silver, sometimes accented
with other metals or semi-precious stones

stephenhsilverman@gmail.com

D
OL

/stephensilvermansj

Birds Nest Choker
Some 40 separate elements,
most in the shape of arched
twigs, have been formed,
hammered, textured and
linked to resemble a sterling
silver birds’ nest. Length: 1723”; Height: 0.1”; Depth: 0.5”

Santa Fe Landscape
Created after a Santa Fe
visit–10 individually designed
panels imagine the topography
and sky of the iconic
Southwestern city. All sterling
silver. Length: 22-24”; Height:
1.2”; Depth: 0.05”

ITEM # SSJ-0010

ITEM # SSJ-0011

ITEM # SSJ-0012

PRICE $395.00

PRICE $350.00

PRICE $425.00

Whimsical Necklace
Clouds, flowers, and
splats make up 25 distinct
whimsical designs. There’s
a clasp so it can be doubled
and, for some, tripled. All
sterling silver. Length: 50”;
Width: varies up to 1.8”;
Depth: 0.2”

Baroque Baltic Necklace
Baroque Baltic amber beads
are separated by individually
handmade and handtextured sterling silver tubes.
An internal sterling silver
chain links it all together.
Length: 18-21”; Height: 0.6”;
Depth: 0.6”

Azurite Earrings
These signature earrings
are sterling silver with pale
green Azurite rondelles
that have wisps of tan.
Approximately 2” from the
top of the ear wire to the
bottom of the earring.

ITEM # SSJ-0013

ITEM # SSJ-0014

ITEM # SSJ-0015

PRICE $450.00

PRICE $350.00

PRICE $90.00

Paper Chain Necklace
Sterling silver has been
hand-worked and handstamped into a series of
wide loose-fitting rings. Can
be worn at any length up to
25 inches.Length: 20-25”;
Height: 0.9”; Depth: 0.9”

S

Questions? 619-559-9082 or talmadgeartshow@me.com
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ARTIST

Karen Gruenberg
LOCATION
Point Loma - San Diego, CA

MEDIUM
Jewelry made from sterling silver and 14k gold

Ovals Cuff Bracelet
Sterling Silver simple classic
chain bracelet with swivel
lobster clasp. Each link is
hand forged.
12 gauge links.

BIO
Karen Gruenberg grew up in Los Angeles before moving to San Diego where she
attended SDSU as a Graphic Design/Business student. After raising 3 great kids in
Point Loma, she picked up a torch in a jewelry studio in Hilcrest and has been hooked
ever since. It’s been over ten years since she started making Jewelry. Besides yoga,
holding a torch in her studio is her absolute “Happy Place.”
CONTACT INFO

4bykaren

www.4bykaren.com

|

karen@4bykaren.com
Stacked Ring Set
This beautiful and weighty
creation is made to inspire.
Romantic Sterling silver
five piece stack rings set
with pattern variety.

/4bykaren

619.839.9481

/4bykaren/
/4bykaren/
Labradorite Earrings
Hand forged 12 gauge
sterling silver simple
classic 18 inch chain
necklace.

14k gold available for $995

14k gold available for
$3700

ITEM # KG-0010

ITEM # KG-0011

ITEM # KG-0012

PRICE $150.00

PRICE $225.00

PRICE $250.00

Double Double Earrings
Double Double sterling
silver drop earrings 2 ¼”.
Ear-wire type hook.

Elegant Drop Earrings
Simple elegant Sterling
Silver 1 ¾” drop earrings.
14k gold available for $425

Larimar Beauty
Sterling silver inspired
necklaces in four sayings
on 18” chain.
BRAVE 1 ½”
GOOD TROUBLE 1 ½”
GRATEFUL 1 6/8”
LOVED 1 ½”

ITEM # KG-0013

ITEM # KG-0014

ITEM # KG-0015

PRICE $120.00

PRICE $90.00

PRICE $60.00 each

Hand-crafted treasures by local artists
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ARTIST

Joanne Hein

LOCATION
San Diego, CA

MEDIUM
Mokume Gane and Mixed-Metal Jewelry

BIO
Speech-Language Pathologist by day and amateur metalsmith with more than 15 years’
experience by night (and weekends). While Joanne has worked in wax-carving and
fabrication of silver and other metals, she has found her “voice” with a deep love of the
Japanese mixed-metals technique of Mokume Gane, which she adds to her uniquely
layered earrings, pendants, and lapel pins.
CONTACT INFO

Joanne’s Silver-Lover Productions

/joanne.g.hein

Phone: 619-997-4346

/joannehein/

Email: joanne@heinslpinc.com

Earrings-1
Eardrops in silver-copperShibuichi Mokume Gane
layered with patterned
sterling silver and copper
on sterling earwires.

Earrings-2
Eardrops in silver-copper
star-patterned Mokume
Gane on sterling earwires.

Earrings-3
Eardrops in copperbrass Mokume Gane with
patterned brass background
on sterling earwires.

ITEM # JH-0010

ITEM # JH-0011

ITEM # JH-0012

PRICE $120.00

PRICE $100.00

PRICE $90.00

Earrings-4
Eardrops in silver-copper
Shibuichi Mokume Gane
layered with patterned
sterling silver on sterling
earwires.

Pendant-1
Riveted sun and moon
pendant with silver-copperShibuichi Mokume Gane
and patterned copper &
sterling silver.

Pendant-2
Swivel pendant (can
be worn vertically or
horizontally) with copperbrass Mokume Gane
layered with patterned brass
& cactus-patterned copper
on sterling chain.

ITEM # JH-0013

ITEM # JH-0014

ITEM # JH-0015

PRICE $100.00

PRICE $150.00

PRICE $130.00

Questions? 619-559-9082 or talmadgeartshow@me.com
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ARTIST

Sherri Hobson

DESCRIPTION/BIO
After a 30-year retirement as a federal prosecutor in San Diego, I created and designed
these stone and sterling silver bracelets to promote and support women’s causes Reventia is known as “The Sterling Difference.” Reventia is partnering with Free to
Thrive, a local San Diego nonprofit helping victims of human trafficking.

LOCATION
La Mesa area-San Diego, CA

CONTACT INFO

Reventia Sterling Designs

/THESTERLINGDIFFERENCE

MEDIUM
Stone & Sterling Silver Bracelets

reventiadesigns.com | 619 961 0287

/reventia_sterling/

reventiadesigns@gmail.com
Picasso Bracelet
Natural picasso jasper
(10mm) mixed with bronzite,
hematite, and sterling silver.
Comes in small (6.5”),
medium (7”), and large
(7.5’).

ITEM # SH-0010

Cranberry Bracelet
10mm Faceted Natural
Red Jade, 10mm Faceted
Gold Hematite, 6mm x 3mm
Faceted Rondelle Gold
Hematite, 6mm Sterling Silver
Bracelet. Comes in small
(6.5”), medium (7”), and large
(7.5’).
ITEM # SH-0011

PRICE $59.00

PRICE $59.00

PRICE $59.00

Terra Turquoise Bracelet
Aqua Blue Terra Agate
(10mm) Natural Brown
Blue Turquoise (8mm) gold
hematite 4mm Bronzite and
sterling silver bracelet. Comes
in small (6.5”), medium (7”),
and large (7.5’).

Pearl Stone Bracelet
Bronzite (10mm), Picture
Jasper (10mm), Sterling
silver, Cultured Pearl and
Gold Hematite. Comes in
small (6.5”), medium (7”), and
large (7.5’).

Pearls of Fall Bracelet
Large Copper Freshwater
Pearl, 10mm Brown Agate,
sterling silver, 4mm Bronze
Hematite Bracelet. Comes
in small (6.5”), medium (7”),
and large (7.5’).

ITEM # SH-0013

ITEM # SH-0014

ITEM # SH-0015

PRICE $59.00

PRICE $59.00

PRICE $59.00

Yellow Dragon Jade Bracelet
Dragon Vein Agate (12mm),
Mustard Yellow Jade, Gold
Pyrite, Black Agate, and
Sterling Silver. Comes in
small (6.5”), medium (7”),
and large (7.5’).

ITEM # SH-0012

*Reventia will donate 20% of the proceeds from every sale in November.

Hand-crafted treasures by local artists
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ARTIST

Linda Shull

DESCRIPTION/BIO
During Linda Shull’s 25-year career as a designer of retail stores and commercial spaces,
she collected jewelry. “I had ideas about things I wanted to make, but no time to do
them,” Shull says. Diagnosed with breast cancer in 1995, she “decided to stop putting off
things” she really wanted to do and launched her own fused glass studio in 2001.

LOCATION
Los Angeles, CA

CONTACT INFO

MEDIUM
Jewelry – Fused Glass and Sterling Silver

www.shulldesignstudio.com

Shull Design Studio

/linda.shull/

linda@shulldesignstudio.com | 310.391.7436

Pick up Stick Watch
Bracelet style fused glass
band watch. Watch has
Seiko movement complete
with warranty. Sterling Silver
magnetic clasp and safety
chain. Available in Sm/Med
and Med+ wrist sizes.

Dali Angle Watch
Bracelet style fused glass
band watch. Watch has
Seiko movement complete
with warranty. Sterling Silver
magnetic clasp and safety
chain. Available in Sm/Med
and Med+ wrist sizes.

Teddy the Dog Pin/Pendant
Fused glass set in sterling
silver. I created this piece
in memory of my father’s
dog Teddy who lived to be
19. He lived a year after my
father’s passing and helped
me through the loss.

ITEM # LS-0010

ITEM # LS-0011

ITEM # LS-0012

PRICE $165.00

PRICE $165.00

PRICE $55.00

“Life Savour” Bracelet
Link bracelet consisting of
Fused Glass “Life Savours”.
Each piece is a ltd. Edition
and will vary slightly.
Looks great with available
coordinating “Life Savour”
necklaces, watches and
earrings.

“Life Savour” Earrings
Fused glass “Life Savours”
on sterling silver hoops.
Contact the studio for other
available colors.

Frida Bracelet
This best selling bracelet
consists of 6 contemporary
images of Frieda Kahlo set
under glass on easy to wear
expandable elastic.

ITEM # LS-0014

ITEM # LS-0015

ITEM # LS-0013

PRICE $55.00

PRICE $60.00

PRICE $135.00

Questions? 619-559-9082 or talmadgeartshow@me.com
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ARTIST

Lisabeth Lobenthal
LOCATION
West Bloomfield, MI

MEDIUM
Jewelry and home decor

BIO
My designs are funky and eclectic. I started making jewelry when I could not find
something I wanted. While I have maintained a full time “day” job, I have still been able
to create with bead weaving, wire work and polymer clay. I love custom requests to get
you just what you want. I pride myself in what we call the “security of the piece,” ensuring
strong durable jewelry that will withstand everything but animals and toddlers.
CONTACT INFO

Designs by Eemabeth

www.etsy.com/shop/eemabeth

@eemabethdesigns

eemabeth@gmail.com | 310-804-7209

/shop/eemabeth

Sparkly Rose Gold
Beaded Cuff
Made one bead at a time
with delica seed beads on
6 pound test fireline and
secured onto the cuff with a
wrapped leather lining.

Small Bud/Decorative Vase
Polymer Clay Cane overlaid
on glass bud vase; just 4
inches high.

Green Beaded Cuff
Qui doloris ut re nitem
excearumquod quis
volluptisto od que quis uia
quia volor aliquia volupiti.

ITEM # LL-0010

ITEM # LL-0011

ITEM # LL-0012

PRICE $120.00

PRICE $45.00

PRICE $120.00

Blue Beaded Cuff
Peyote Stitch Beadwoven
Cuff. Beaded one bead
at a time in blues, greens
and silvers on 6 pound test
fireline.

Bangle Set of 3
Polymer Clay Cane Bangle
Set of 3-$45; Polymer Clay
Cane overlaid on black
metal bangle.

DESCRIPTION
Beaded Bracelet Cuffs,
Cuffs: Colorful, funky,
playful, tila cuffs made from
Tilas, leather, fireline and
E6000. 7” long by 1.5” wide.

ITEM # LL-0013

ITEM # LL-0014

ITEM # LL-0015

PRICE $120.00

PRICE $45.00

PRICE $56.00

Hand-crafted treasures by local artists
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ARTIST

Sylvi Harwin

BIO
Sylvi has been making jewelry since she was in high school, playing with different
techniques & color methods. She loves anodized aluminum because it is very light weight
yet durable. She specializes in asymmetrics for the fun at heart- or ask for matching sets.
Sylvi loves color & has 50 color combinations to choose from (besides what’s pictured here).

LOCATION
Vista, CA

CONTACT INFO

MEDIUM
Jewelry from anodized aluminum

www.eclatbysylvi.com | 760.726.7717

Eclat by Sylvi
sylvieclat@aol.com

MZ3 - Earrings
Tundra colors, 2 1/4 - 2
1/2” long, non-allergenic
wire, post or clip, or
other colors. The color
penetrates the metal &
does not scratch or fade.

WTC3N - Watch Cuff
Watch cuffs shown in Cool
& Sylvi’s Colors, or choose
your own colors. Squeeze
to fit, will fit up to an 8” wrist,
anodized aluminum nonallergenic, fade dyed, digital
watch with guarantee.

DP4 - Earrings
2 1/2” earrings in 9
colors, shown in Zyzyx,
or choose your own
colors. $68 earrings with
wire, post or clip - new
best selling style!

ITEM # SH-0010

ITEM # SH-0011

ITEM #

SH-0012

PRICE $56.00

PRICE $125.00

PRICE

$68.00

CMO4 - Earrings
Pictured in Hanalei, or
choose your colors, 2 1/4”
long with sterling silver
dangle, on wires, post or
clip. Choose your own
colors if you prefer.

SGNP2 - Necklace
Hot colors, shown in New
Amazonia. 18 - 24” long,
hook clasp.
Matching earrings
available.

Vizard - Safety Mask Holder
Anodized aluminum on a
fine chain with disguised
bull dog clips that clip to ear
straps to hang decoratively
from the mask, or to hold the
mask around the neck when
not in use. Can repurpose to
necklace/lanyard/etc.

ITEM # SH-0013

ITEM # SH-0014

ITEM #

SH-0015

PRICE $42.00

PRICE $100.00

PRICE

$58.00

Questions? 619-559-9082 or talmadgeartshow@me.com

JEWELRY
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ARTIST

Lawrence Martin Klinge

Lawrence Martin Kling opened his first jewelry store, “guys-dolls” in 1947 designing
unique hand wrought jewelry in gold, silver and mixed metals. Larry’s unique designs
are as contemporary today as they were when he first began designing hand wrought
jewelry more than seventy years ago. Lawrence Martin Kling’s creations are twentieth
century jewelry in a twenty first century setting.

LOCATION
Palm Springs, CA

CONTACT INFO

MEDIUM
Hand wrought, mid-Century jewelry using 14K, 18K Gold and Sterling Silver

www.lmkling.com

LMKlinge

info@lmkling.com

|

760-328-9335

Flat Edge Tie Bar
Sterling Silver Flat Edge Tie
Bar #1008. Hand wrought
Sterling Silver flat edge Tie
Bar measures approx. 45
x 10mm at its widest, total
weight app 4.26g.

14K Gold & Sterling
Silver Band
Hand wrought 14K Gold
& textured Sterling Silver
Band. Width approx. 6mm
wide, total gross weight to
include 14K Gold & Sterling
Silver approx. 6.5g;
size 5 ½ -5 ¾.

ITEM # LK-0010

ITEM # LK-0011

Silver & Pearl Sculptured
Polished Narrow Ring
Hand wrought polished
Sterling Silver & Pearl set in
a narrow band. Band width
approx. 3mm wide, Pearl
measures approx. 5mm,
total weight to include Pearl
app 3.38g; size 6.
ITEM # LK-0012

PRICE $50.00

PRICE $365.00

PRICE $150.00

18K Gold & Pearl Pendant
Hand wrought 18K Gold
sculptured double boomerang
pendant. Measures approx.
30 x 16mm at its widest, pearl
measures approx. 3mm, total
gross weight to include Pearl
& app 16” 14K Gold chain app
3.34g, stamped 18K Gold.

14K Gold & Pearl Pendant
Hand wrought 14K Gold
sculptured Pendant with
Pearl. Pendant measure
approx. 35 x 12mm at its
widest, pearl measures app
4mm, total gross weight to
include Pearl & 17 ½” 14K
Gold chain approx. 5.4g.

Silver & Ebony Dangles
Earrings
Hand wrought Sterling Silver
& ebony dangles earrings
with Sterling Silver disc
findings (screw-backs for
non pierced ears). Measures
approx. 47 x 13mm, total
gross weight approx. 9.23g.

ITEM # LK-0013

ITEM # LK-0014

ITEM # LK-0015

PRICE $400.00

PRICE $550.00

PRICE $300.00

Hand-crafted treasures by local artists
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ARTIST

Joyce Watanabe

DESCRIPTION/BIO
A fascination with rocks, shells and metal lead Joyce Carol Watanabe to
learn jewelry making. She is inspired by Nature, creates unique designs and
fabricates wearable art jewelry.

LOCATION
Redondo Beach, CA

CONTACT INFO

Joyce Carol Jewelry

/joycecaroljewelry

MEDIUM
Jewelry made from with rocks, shells and metal

joycecaroljewelry.com | 310.529.1966

/watanabejoycecarol

joycecarolwatanabe@gmail.com

Spiralite, Stalagmites and
Moonstone
Drusy encrusted spiralite
is 2 1/4” long. Brazilian
stalactites, freshwater pearls
and tear dropped rainbow
moonstone and sterling
silver wire. Necklace is 20”.

Amethyst Stalagmite
Brazilian sliced stalagmite
encrusted with amethyst
drusy in a custom sterling
silver prong and bail setting.
Pendant stone is almost 2”
and hangs from an amethyst
and sterling silver chain.
Necklace is 28-30 1/2”.

Kyanite with Copper
Space age techniques
colored black textured
kyanite to a brilliant blue.
Soldered bronze prongs
and bail, copper colored
brass chain forming a “Y”.
Necklace is 20” with copper
colored pewter toggle.

ITEM # JW-0010

ITEM # JW-0011

ITEM # JW-0012

PRICE $595.00

PRICE $395.00

PRICE $160.00

Native Copper & Turquoise
Native Michigan copper
nugget. Bronze wires
soldered & formed into a
pendant that measures ~2
1/2” tall and wide.Chinese
turquoise linked with copper
colored brass rings form a
28” necklace.

Sweet Heart Drusy
The pastel blues on this
petite sweet heart drusy
stone come from vapor
deposition of metallic
oxides. Rainbow moonstone
and sterling silver chain and
lobster clasp adjust from 1618”. Heart is about 1”.

Drusy on Silver
Pastel highlights on drusy
were created using space
technology. Sterling silver
prongs and hammered
texture on sterling silver.
Pendant is ~2”and hangs
from 18” sterling silver chain
with lobster clasp.

ITEM # JW-0013

ITEM # JW-0014

ITEM # JW-0015

PRICE $295.00

PRICE $120.00

PRICE $280.00

Questions? 619-559-9082 or talmadgeartshow@me.com

JEWELRY
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ARTIST

Lori Kirsch

BIO
I weave, stitch and wrap vintage buttons, beads, elements and objects into bright,
colorful fun pieces. Each necklace is a unique and one-of-a-kind masterpiece, and I
will make it as close to the photograph as possible.

LOCATION
Phoenix, AZ

CONTACT INFO

MEDIUM
Jewelry with vintage buttons and beads

www.lorikirsch.com | 928.202.8682

The Vintage Jewel

/Lori Kirsch

thevintagejewel@hotmail.com

BN60
Black and White regular
Necklace

CN10B
Dishcloth Collar

CN2A
Carmel Black Cream
Taupe Collar

ITEM # LK-0010

ITEM # LK-0011

ITEM # LK-0012

PRICE $95.00

PRICE $150.00

PRICE $150.00

CN20
Black And White with
Colorful Buttons Collar

CN31
Red and Turquoise with
Green, Turquoise,Orange,
Yellow, and Red Buttons
Collar Necklace

BN83
Regular Button
Necklace Black and
White with Pastels

ITEM # LK-0013

ITEM # LK-0014

ITEM # LK-0015

PRICE $150.00

PRICE $150.00

PRICE $85.00

Hand-crafted treasures by local artists
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|

Norman Lurie

BIO
I am a retired physicist with a lifelong interest in art. I took up ceramics in 1976 at an
adult ed class at Patrick Henry High School. I honed my skills at San Diego City College
for the next 7 years, focusing primarily on functional stoneware. In 1983, I retired from
pottery but resumed in 2010. I still make functional stoneware, constantly challenging
myself to explore new designs and glazes.

LOCATION
San Diego, CA

Norman Lurie Pottery

MEDIUM
Ceramics; functional stoneware for the home and table

CONTACT INFO

normanluriepottery.com
Phone: 858.344.9025

Email: normzpots@gmail.com
/normzpots

Stoneware Bowl
This large wheel-thrown
bowl measures 4.75” tall by
9.25” diameter. Perfect as a
salad bowl or serving bowl.

Breakfast Set
This stoneware plate
and mug set provides an
ideal way to serve your
breakfast or lunch. Plate is
8.76-inches diameter; mug
is 3.5” tall and 4” diameter
exclusive of the handle.

Berry Bowl & Saucer
For the berry lover, this
provides a perfect way
to wash and serve your
favorite berries. Bowl
is 3.5” tall and 5.25”
diameter.

ITEM # NL-0010

ITEM # NL-0011

ITEM # NL-0012

PRICE $40.00

PRICE $40.00

PRICE $35.00

Hanukkah Menorah
Contemporary take on the
Hanukkah menorah is my
original design. Made of
stoneware, it measures 3.5”
t x 6”l x 3.5” w. The rings
are hollow and all parts are
made on the potter’s wheel.

Stoneware Bowl
This beautiful bowl with an
antique bronze glaze makes
a wonderful serving piece or
would look great just sitting
out. It is 4.5” tall and 8.25”
diameter.

Stoneware Pitcher
This pitcher, measuring
6-inches tall, 8” long, and
5.25” wide, can be used
for serving your favorite
beverages or could double
as a vase.

ITEM # NL-0016

ITEM # NL-0014

ITEM # NL-0015

PRICE $85.00

PRICE $35.00

PRICE $40.00

Questions? 619-559-9082 or talmadgeartshow@me.com
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ARTIST

Merle Lambeth
LOCATION
San Diego, CA *Free Local Pickup or Delivery is available

SO

S

D
OL

Made By Merle Pottery

etsy.com/shop/madebymerlepottery/

/clayfolder/

mudwork@yahoo.com | 858.735.5559

/madebymerlepottery/

Running Rabbit Basket
Made from a soft clay
slab with an origami style
folding technique. A copper
glaze with handles and
feet attachments add to the
overall Craftsman Design.
Size 6” x 4” x 2”.

Word Tiles
Add a touch of intention to
your daily life. Made from
stoneware clay and metal
wire. You can choose from
available stock or create
your own custom tile. Tile
size 3 1/4” x 3 1/4”.

Animal Catch-all Dish
A variety of sweet little
oval catch-all dishes for
so many things- jewelry,
glasses, teabags, spoon
rest, etc. Each one has
a character all of its own.
Size 7” x 3 1/4” x 3/4”.

ITEM # ML-0010

ITEM # ML-0011

ITEM # ML-0012

PRICE $68.00

PRICE $28.00 each

PRICE $38.00 each

Dragonfly Plate
7 1/2” square with a 1/2”
raised foot. First the clay
slab is textured, a sculpted
dragonfly is added and it’s
finished with a two tone
glaze. Great for serving
appetizers or dessert.

Dragonfly Windowsill Vase
Designed to sit on a
windowsill or limited counter
space, this short and
narrow carved vase will
hold a handful spray of your
favorite flowers. Size 4” x 5
1/2” x 2 1/4”.

Bird Bank
Deposit your loose change
into this stylized bird bank.
The bird sits proudly
protecting your nest egg.
Change can be emptied
easily by removing the
rubber stopper. Size 4” in
diameter and 4 1/2” tall.

ITEM # ML-0013

ITEM # ML-0016

ITEM # ML-0017

PRICE $62.00

PRICE $70.00

PRICE $65.00

MEDIUM
Functional Pottery–Stoneware clays and glazes

LD

BIO
Merle is a studio potter with over 30 years of experience making utilitarian and decorative
pottery. Pieces are made individually and are textured and constructed out of soft clay
into a wide variety of shapes and designs. All of Merle’s pottery is functional and intended
for your daily use and enjoyment. Most importantly, each carefully finished piece receives
great attention to detail and reflects the joy that goes into making it.
CONTACT INFO

November Gift Promo: Free shipping and donating 15% of sales to the San Diego Food Bank through November 30.

Hand-crafted treasures by local artists
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Cathy Reichel-Clark

LOCATION
Duarte, CA

|

BIO
Years of fine art, illustration and graphic design have culminated in Cathy’s one-of-akind ceramics. Clay slabs form her vases, vessels and sculptures, and most pieces
are 2-sided. Known for their refined, organic forms, glazing techniques and detailed
decoration, all pieces are high fired and decorated on all sides. Cathy’s work has been
featured in Southern California juried art shows and galleries.
CONTACT INFO

CRC Design

MEDIUM
Hand built porcelain and stoneware ceramics

crc-design.com (currently under construction)
cathy@crc-design.com | 626.437.7378

Porcelain Piece #1
Porcelain, black matt glaze,
porcelain applique.
Measures 7 ¾” x 2” x 9 ¾”.

Porcelain Piece #2
Porcelain, black glaze
design, clear glaze.
Measures 5 ½” x 1 ¾” x 7
½”.

Granit Clay Piece
Granit clay, black glaze
design, turquoise glaze.
Measures 4 ¼” x 1 1/8” x
4 ¼”.

ITEM # CC-0010

ITEM # CC-0011

ITEM # CC-0012

PRICE $165.00

PRICE $185.00

PRICE $65.00

Porcelain Piece #3
Porcelain, blue glaze
design, khaki glaze.
Measures 3 ¼” x 1” x 3 ½”.

Porcelain Piece #4
Porcelain, black glaze
design, clear & khaki glazes.
Measures 5 ¼” x 1 ¾” x 6
¼”.

Mountain Clay Piece
Black mountain clay, flambe
blue & winocur glazes.
Measures 3 ¾” x 1 ½” x
6 ½”.

ITEM # CC-0013

ITEM # CC-0014

ITEM # CC-0015

PRICE $35.00

PRICE $150.00

PRICE $45.00

Questions? 619-559-9082 or talmadgeartshow@me.com
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ARTIST

Jackson Gray
LOCATION
San Diego, CA

MEDIUM
Handbuilt pottery

DESCRIPTION/BIO
I came to clay after years of thinking I had no artistic talent. While hiking one day, an
acquaintance asked me what I would do if I didn’t have to work for a living. I told him I had
always wanted to throw clay. I swear I didn’t know that he manufactured potters wheels for
a living. Long story short, I have been working with clay since that day in 1992, learning
mostly from community college classes and workshops in San Diego and around the US.
CONTACT INFO

Jackpots | 858-243-3828

/JackpotsPotteryStudio

www.etsy.com/shop/jackpots

/jackpotspottery/

jackson@jackpots-pottery.com

/jackpots

Ceramic Tile with Bunny
Framed Art Tile with Erecteared bunny in the grass,
black and white sgraffito wall
tile is carved by hand and
perfect for a nursery. White
stoneware, underglaze,
glaze. 7.5” x 7.5”

Ceramic Mug with Holly
Handmade Pottery Mug
with Hand Carved Holly, add
some year-round holiday
cheer to your life with this
hand built stoneware coffee
or tea cup.
Capacity: 14 fl oz.

Christmas Ornament
Handmade Spaniel
Christmas Ornaments, Gift
Box Included. Lightweight
and beautiful. Formed from
off-white stoneware clay,
rolled extremely thin and
cut with an adorable cookie
cutter. Glazed on both sides.

ITEM # JG-0010

ITEM # JG-0011

ITEM # JG-0012

PRICE $58.00

PRICE $65.00

PRICE $10.95

Succulent Planter
Slab-built Ceramic
Succulent Planter with
drip tray made from white
stoneware, glaze. Hand
carved lino mat for texture.

Squarish Ceramic Mug
Handmade decorative
ceramic coffee or tea
cup with hibiscus design.
Capacity: 14 fl oz.

Rufous Hummingbird Tile
Hand-carved Rufous
Hummingbird Tile in
Frame. Made from white
stoneware, underglaze,
glaze, commercial hardwood
frame. 7.5” x 7.5”

ITEM # JG-0013

ITEM # JG-0014

ITEM # JG-0015

PRICE $48.00

PRICE $40.00

PRICE $68.00

Hand-crafted treasures by local artists

Price is for one mug but the
pair would make a great gift.
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ARTIST

Sandra Segovia

DESCRIPTION/BIO
I have been working in ceramics for the last 29 years. My inspiration comes from nature,
taking colors and textures from rocks, fossils, and corals. Recently I discovered the
amazing and vibrant colors that come from alcohol ink, which I integrated to some of my
ceramic pieces. At the same time, I began to also create paintings with the alcohol inks.

LOCATION
San Diego, CA

CONTACT INFO

MEDIUM
Ceramic Sculpture and Alcohol Ink Paintings

segoviart@gmail.com

SegoviArt

Madre Naturaleza
Hand-built ceramic women
sculptures. I used only
oxides for the finish in the
pieces. From right to left,
Windy Day (9” x 9” x 5”),
Mother with Baby (9” x 5” X
4”), and Leaves (8” x 6” x 4”).

Ocean Wave
Hand-built ceramic piece.
The special combinations
of glazes creates a unique
color variation of blues and
greens, like the ocean.
Piece is 9” x 8” x 2”.

Textures
Series of hand-built ceramic
vases glazed inside and
outside. All the details are
carved by hand. The vases
with two openings are 4” x 4”
x 2”. The vases with a single
opening are 3” x 3” x 2”.

ITEM # SSA-0010

ITEM # SSA-0011

ITEM # SSA-0012

PRICE $95.00 each

PRICE $95.00

PRICE $35.00 each

Volcanic Series
Hand-built ceramic pieces.
Inspired by lava texture.
Black clay, glaze only inside
the piece. The two round
pieces are 6” in diameter. The
rectangular piece is 7” x 5”.

Red Flower
Alcohol ink abstract flower,
framed. Original design.
With frame, the piece is
12” x 15”.

Landscape
Alcohol ink abstract
landscape, framed. Original
design. With frame, the
piece is 8” x 10”.

ITEM # SSA-0013

ITEM # SSA-0014

ITEM # SSA-0015

PRICE $45.00 each

PRICE $95.00

PRICE $60.00

Questions? 619-559-9082 or talmadgeartshow@me.com
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ARTIST

Susan Aach
LOCATION
San Diego, CA

MEDIUM
Ceramic pots, planters and bowls

DESCRIPTION/BIO
Susan Aach explores her passion for nature through her work with ceramics. Inspired by
the ocean, mountains, the bark of a tree — she brings her love of nature and texture into
all that she creates. She works with natural elements like water, clay, fire, and air to forge
her artistic vision. She celebrates the perfectly imperfect with a rustic, organic quality
ideally suited to the succulents her many pots hold.
CONTACT INFO

Susan Aach Ceramics

/susansceramics619

susanaachceramics.com

/susanaachceramics/

susansceramicssd@gmail.com
Each hand built ceramic
planter is high fired
stoneware and features
generous drainage holes
to keep the plant healthy.
PRICE

ITEM # SA-0010

ITEM # SA-0011

Planters range from
$35 to $125

ITEM # SA-0012

Digital gift cards available
on my website.

ITEM # SA-0013

ITEM # SA-0014

Hand-crafted treasures by local artists

ITEM # SA-0015
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ARTIST

Pierre Bounaud
LOCATION
San Diego, CA
MEDIUM
Ceramics

DESCRIPTION
Combining his love of experimentation and architecture, Pierre creates original, colorful, and
textural functional wares, as well as sculptural vessels and geometric abstract structures.
He offers original handmade ceramic creations to decorate your home and enrich your daily
life. Each piece started from a glob of porcelain clay and was crafted with great care and
attention to details.
CONTACT INFO

Pierre Bounaud Ceramics

/PierreBounaudCeramics

www.shop.pierrebounaud.com

@pbounaud

pierre@pierrebounaud.com | 619.865.1754
Double Cube Vase
Original porcelain vase
in a cube design with a
rust-colored glaze and
18K gold luster highlight
on the rim. The inside is
glazed and water tight.

Quadrilateral Bottle
This bottle’s wide surfaces
(both sides) are decorated
with lines and cubes in
a cascading design. The
inside of the bottle is glazed
and water tight.

Small Square Plate
Small porcelain square
plate, measuring 4.25″ with
rim, with a chrysanthemum
pattern over a light blue
background surrounded by
a rim with a white crackle
glaze over black design.

ITEM # PB-0010

ITEM # PB-0011

ITEM # PB-0012

PRICE $85.00

PRICE $260.00

PRICE $30.00

Square Plate
Large White Crackle Square
Plate. This plate is made
to present food. The large
slightly undulating rim, with
its white crackle glaze over
black, is designed to frame
the food placed on the plate.

Marbled Mug
Marbled Mug – Yellow,
Brown and Teal. One of a
kind handbuilt porcelain
mug with a slightly textured
and variegated surface
bursting with a flurry of
colors.

Snowflake Teapot Set
Original porcelain teapot
with its custom porcelain
stand and two matching
porcelain cups with their
own stands. The cups can
each hold up to 1 cup of
liquid.

ITEM # PB-0013

ITEM # PB-0014

ITEM # PB-0015

PRICE $75.00

PRICE $65.00

PRICE $460.00

Questions? 619-559-9082 or talmadgeartshow@me.com

MIXED MEDIA
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ARTIST

Laurie Mika

BIO
Laurie Mika is an artist, instructor and author of Mixed Media Mosaics. Inspired by
both Mexican folk art and Medieval art her work definitely shows these influences.
Laurie combines her original handmade polymer clay tile pieces with glass
tesserae, jewelry pieces and found objects to create shrines, narrative mosaics,
assemblage and jewelry.

LOCATION
Encinitas, CA

MikaArts

MEDIUM
Mixed media mosaics, assemblage and jewelry

CONTACT INFO

mikaarts.com

/lauriemika.artist

|

760.310.9716

Laurie@mikaarts.com

/mikaarts/
/shop/LaurieMika

Patron Saint of Children
Polymer clay on wood,
4.74 x 33.5 inches.

Cherished
Tin Shrine with polymer
clay, 9 x 5 inches.

Spiked Heart Rosary
Double Strand Rosary
with Spiked Heart, 24
inches long.

ITEM # LM-0010

ITEM # LM-0011

ITEM # LM-0012

PRICE $128.00

PRICE $265.00

PRICE $225.00

Heart Pendant Necklace
Embedded polymer heart,
24 inches long

A Heart Full of Love
“A Heart Full of Love”,
beaded tin heart, 6 x 5
inches.

Sacred Heart
“Sacred Heart”, beaded tin
heart, 6 x 13 inches.
ITEM # LM-0015
PRICE $315.00

ITEM # LM-0013

ITEM # LM-0014

PRICE $97.00

PRICE $315.00

Hand-crafted treasures by local artists
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ARTIST

Karen O’Brien
LOCATION
Grants Pass, Oregon

BIO
I am a mixed media artist and creator of whimsical and soulful characters. My art
reflects my love for exploring fairytales, mythology and folklore in search of new
stories for my characters to inhabit. You can follow my artist’s journey from my
website, which includes links to my Instagram, Facebook and Pinterest pages.
CONTACT INFO

KEO Art by Karen O’Brien

MEDIUM
Mixed media materials and techniques

KEObrien.com

|

619.302.6548

/Karenobrienartist/
/quietbear/

quietbear2@gmail.com

The Butterfly Girl
Mixed media acrylic, collage
and pencil on a textured
wood panel. 8’’x 8”

Rosie
Mixed media acrylic, collage
and pencil on a textured
wood panel. 8’’x 8”

Bunnies Playing
Art Quilt: Hand painted
face on collage. Stitched
with vintage lace, 1920’s
quilt, childs fabric book
and antique findings. Quilt
is mounted in a collaged
wood shadowbox frame
and is removable.16” x 16”

ITEM # KO-0010

ITEM # KO-0011

ITEM # KO-0012

PRICE $90.00

PRICE $90.00

PRICE $125.00

Rejoice
Hand painted face and stitched
with vintage fabric, wool, velvet
and antique findings. The “bear”
layer can be raised to reveal a
poem and antique lace hankie.
Quilt is mounted in a collaged
wood shadowbox frame and is
removable. 16” x 16”

Poppy
Doll is mounted in a
collaged wood shadowbox
frame and is removable.
12” x 12”

Velvet Butterfly
OOK Art doll painted on
muslin. Wings made from
an antique Victorian crazy
quilt. Doll is mounted in a
collaged wood shadowbox
frame and is removable.
12” x 12”

ITEM # KO-0013

ITEM # KO-0014

ITEM # KO-0015

PRICE $125.00

PRICE $95.00

PRICE $95.00

Questions? 619-559-9082 or talmadgeartshow@me.com
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ARTIST

Grace Swanson

LOCATION
Encinitas - San Diego, CA

MEDIUM
Gourd Art, Pine Needle Weaving, Burned and Dyed Wood

DESCRIPTION
My gourds (grown in California and Arizona) are burned, carved, cut, dyed, or embellished
with all natural materials. The pine needle baskets are made with long leaf pine needles
from South Carolina or Montezuma pine needles from California. The burned and dyed art
boards are burned with a professional wood burner and are dyed with GourdMaster dyes.
CONTACT INFO

Gourds By Grace

/grace.a.swanson

gourdsbygrace.com

/GourdsByGrace

swanson121@cox.net

DESCRIPTION
Gourd ornament #4074
is made with four little
gourds. Shipping is FREE
to USA only.

DESCRIPTION
Woven pine needle
ornament #4052 with a
carved bone in the shape
of a cat head in the center
and red beads. Shipping is
FREE to USA only.

DESCRIPTION
Pine needle artwork #4251
to hang on wall or display
on a stand. Size is 11
inches tall by 9 inches
wide. Embellished with
recycled sari silk yarn and
a variety of beads. Free
shipping to USA.

ITEM # GS-0010

ITEM # GS-0011

ITEM # GS-0012

PRICE $30.00

PRICE $24.00

PRICE $175.00

DESCRIPTION
Gourd art #4201 chip carved
and embellished with pine
needles and a fossil coral
(Petosky). Shipping is $24 to
USA only.

DESCRIPTION
Gourd art #4198 polished
stone slab is set in gourd
with coiled pine needles.
Horn bead embellishments.
14 inches wide by 8 inches
high. Shipping is $22 to
USA only

DESCRIPTION
“Neuschwanstein Castle”
burned and dyed artist
board #4246. Size is 10
inches tall by 10 inches
wide. Can hang on wall or
placed on stand. Shipping
is FREE to USA only.

ITEM # GS-0013

ITEM # GS-0014

ITEM # GS-0015

PRICE $225.00

PRICE $175.00

PRICE $150.00

Hand-crafted treasures by local artists
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ARTIST

Mary Lynn &
Amy Dominguez

DESCRIPTION/BIO
A mother and daughter partnership. Most of our creations are one-of-a-kind and are
made by us in our La Mes studio. Our handmade handbags and accessories are a
polayful mix of pattern, txture and most importantly color.

LOCATION
San Diego, CA

CONTACT INFO

Hue by 2 Design

/hueby2/

MEDIUM
Handmade Handbags and Accessories

etsy.com/shop/hueby2 | 858.945.6416

/hueby2

hueby2design@gmail.com

Crossbody Bag with Pocket
Perfect for when you’re on
the go. Cotton cord strap
can easily be adjusted.
Features an exterior pocket
and small magnetic closure.
5” x 7.5” bag with 26” strap
drop.

Crossbody Bag
Named “FlipSide” because
the two sides are different.
Cotton cord strap can
easily be adjusted . Bag is
travel-sized, and it features
a magnetic closure. 5” x 7.5”
bag with 26” strap drop.

Day Bag
A great medium size
handbag.Has a decorative
outer pocket for items you
want quick access to. Two
small interior pockets and a
larger one with elastic-sized
to hold your phone. Bag is
12½”w x 6”t x 4”d.

ITEM # MD-0010

ITEM # MD-0011

ITEM # MD-0012

PRICE $58.00

PRICE $48.00

PRICE $98.00

Woven Bracelet
Made of grosgrain ribbon, we
make them in many unique
color combinations. They
fit any size wrist since they
stretch a bit when rolled on
and then can be squeezed
for a snugger fit.

Lavender Sachets -Set of 2
Lavender is helpful for
chasing wool-eating insects
from your dresser drawers,
with the added bonus of
imparting a wonderfully
fragrant scent. Crush the
little pillows every so often to
renew the scent.

Shoulder Bag
A unique combination of
fabric for someone who
loves eclectic color and
pattern mixtures, There’s a
decorative outer pocket. Two
small interior pockets and a
larger one with elastic that’s
sized to hold your phone.

ITEM # MD-0013

ITEM # MD-0014

ITEM # MD-0015

PRICE $24.00

PRICE $16.00

PRICE $98.00

Questions? 619-559-9082 or talmadgeartshow@me.com
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ARTIST

Neetu Malik
LOCATION
Los Angeles, CA

MEDIUM
Clothing made of a Crushed Polyester, Japanese Cotton, Rayon Cupra and more.

BIO
I am a designer at heart and an entrepreneur in mind and spirit. My design concept is
simple and sophisticated. Architectural shapes and rich blends of textures and colors
dominate the design factor. Our Fall collection features some unique crushed polyester
fabrics, metallic mosaics, and sweater like textures, appealing to your fun fashion and
artistic style.
CONTACT INFO

M SQUARE

/msq.clothing

www.msquare.clothing

| 213.627.3004

/msquare.clothing

showroom@neetumalik.com

Patch Pant
Color: Brilliant
Statement pants made for
comfort and style.

Side Pocket Top
Long tunic like shirt,
featuring funky pockets
attached at slit. Swingy
fit. Great to dress up your
favorite pair of jeans.
Pictured in Smoke (also
available in a Blue Marine
color)

Up/Down Pullover
Color: Mosaic
Dressy top perfect for
the holidays. Cowl
neck in tiled mosaic
fabric.

ITEM # NM-0010

ITEM # NM-0016

ITEM # NM-0012

PRICE $245.00

PRICE $235.00

PRICE $295.00

Wide Jacket
Color: Gloss (Silver with
Black Dots)
Swingy A-line jacket with
black dot pattern. Perfect
for layering in chilly weather
and dressing up any holiday
outfits.

Drop Side Pullover
Color: Texture Mixed
Curved hem lines and
blocked texture fabrics,
just a fun sweaterlike
pullover.

Crop Top
Color: Marble
A cropped buttoned
down shirt. Featuring
asymmetric and fun
button panel and collar.

ITEM # NM-0013

ITEM # NM-0014

ITEM # NM-0015

PRICE $255.00

PRICE $255.00

PRICE $235.00

Hand-crafted treasures by local artists
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ARTIST

Valerie McLean

BIO
Valerie is a long-time fiber artist and currently has settled on the art form of wet felting.
This medium first intrigued her in New Zealand and she has spent the last 12 years
learning something new with each project. The versatility of wool opens it up to be anything
from vessels, rugs and wall pieces to fine, flowing wearables, hats, boots, and scarves.

LOCATION
Santa Barbara, CA

CONTACT INFO

MEDIUM
Wet felting with wool– wearables, hats, boots, and scarves

www.sbfeltedfibers.com

Santa Barbara Felted Fibers

/sbfeltedfibers

snvmclean@cox.net | 805.964.3980

Mood Hat
A little classy or spunky.
Spikes pull out and go back
in very easily. Made with
merino wool and fine silk.
Brim measures 36”. Hat size
is approximately 24”, fits
most heads.

Blue/Black with Pearls
Made with blue and black
merino and felted in is
organza embellished with
white stitching and pearl like
beads. Brim measures 40”.
Hat size is approximately
24”, fits most heads.

Green Boldness
Can be worn straight on,
tilted or have the brim
turn up just a little. Made
with merino wool and fine
silk, green and pink. Brim
measures 41”. Hat size
is approximately 24”, fits
most heads.

ITEM # VM-0010

ITEM # VM-0011

ITEM # VM-0012

PRICE $125.00

PRICE $125.00

PRICE $125.00

Velvet Scarf
Wrap yourself in the subtle
softness of velvet combined
with fine merino wool with
this scarf. Scarf measures
7” x 64”.

Sumi Ink
Felted with fine merino
wool on fine silk gauze,
and embellished using
sumi ink, prefelt shapes
and inclusions to give it
3D texture. Can be worn
as a scarf or wrap. Scarf
measures 10” x 69”.

Black Silk w/ Blue Merino
A versatile, lightweight
scarf. Has a modified lattice
design using the wool on top
of the silk. It’s exceptionally
light weight and can be
twisted and worn around
the neck or as a wrap. Scarf
measures 15” x 82”.

ITEM # VM-0013

ITEM # VM-0014

ITEM # VM-0015

PRICE $90.00

PRICE $145.00

PRICE $85.00

Questions? 619-559-9082 or talmadgeartshow@me.com
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ARTIST

Susan Griffin

DESCRIPTION
I am inspired and fascinated with the endless possibilities of textures and color
combinations that can be created when silk and other luxury fibers interact with dyes.
My Collection is comprised of hand-dyed, original, “one of a kind” pieces created using
fine quality silk and fibers. Shibori resist techniques are used to create unique patterns
and textures in the dye process. Botanical, Fiber Reactive and Acid Dyes are used.

LOCATION
Lake of the Pines, CA

Lightlacing Textiles

MEDIUM
Wearable Fiber Art–hand-dyed silks and fibers

CONTACT INFO

lightlacingtextiles.com
suemarygriff47@gmail.com

Crepe Scarf
Botanically Dyedf Silk
Crepe Scarf with Dyed
Vintage Kimono Silk.
5” W x 72” L.

Charmeuse Scarf
Shibori Resist Dyed
Maroon/Soft White Silk
Charmeuse Scarf.
13” W x 70” L.

Shawl Collar
Nuno-Felted Shibori
Resist Dyed Copper
Silk Shawl Collar.
13” W x 50” L.

ITEM # SG-0010

ITEM # SG-0011

ITEM # SG-0012

PRICE $110.00

PRICE $90.00

PRICE $126.00

Habotai Dilk Poncho
Shibori Resist Dyed Blue/
Midnight Blue/White Silk
Habotai Dilk Poncho with
Fixed Button Closures.
22” W x 53” L.

Habotai Scarf
Shibori Resist Dyed
Plum/Fuchsia Silk
Habotai Scarf.
11” W x 74” L.

Crepe Scarf
Shibori Resist Dyed
Black over Turquoise
Silk Crepe Scarf.
10” W x 66” L.

ITEM # SG-0013

ITEM # SG-0014

ITEM # SG-0015

PRICE $146.00

PRICE $90.00

PRICE $90.00

Hand-crafted treasures by local artists
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ARTIST

Lorraine Clemmons

BIO
My love for clothing brought me to this adventure in my life, after taking classes in Nuno.
Felting I changed it up a little to make the clothing lighter. I mainly use color, because I feel
like it brings so much more happiness to our world. I’m far from a perfectionist so what I
love most is when each piece takes on its own form, being raw and imperfect, a lot like life.

LOCATION
Riverside, CA

CONTACT INFO

MEDIUM
Handmade Nuno Felted clothing, scarves, shawls, cowls, & headbands

dovetail37.com | 951.232.16767

Dovetail37

/dovetail37/

dovetail37art@gmail.com

Upside Down Flowers
High low top. Felted with
very little wool. No sewing,
just felted. Size can be from
10-14 (my form is a 14 and
its generous).

Fancy Lady Crossbody Purse
Felted with hand drawn face
printed on silk, then free
style embroidery. Comes
with the green leather strap.

Love Vest
Nuno felted very lightweight.
Reversible. Size can be
from 10-14 (my form is a 14
and its generous).

ITEM # LC-0010

ITEM # LC-0011

ITEM # LC-0012

PRICE $130.00

PRICE $140.00

PRICE $300.00

Flower Dress
Felted with little wool. Key
hole in back. Perfect with
boots. Size can be from 1014 (my form is a 14 and its
generous).

Fun Cowl
Reversible. Felted, then free
hand embroidered lots of
detail. One size fits all.

Extra Wide Scarf
Extra wide nuno felted scarf/
shawl. Silk and a fine wool.
Very light, reversible.

ITEM # LC-0014
ITEM # LC-0013
PRICE $250.00

PRICE $130.00

ITEM # LC-0015
PRICE $100.00

Questions? 619-559-9082 or talmadgeartshow@me.com
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ARTIST

Terrie,Richard &
Daniel Floyd
LOCATION
Bay Park - San Diego, CA

MEDIUM
WOOD–Clocks and wall decor

BIO
Laughing Moon LLC has been a family tradition since 1967. Terrie and Richards original
art and limited production work has been featured in many stores,galleries,museums and
private collections worldwide. They are joined by their wood carver son, Daniel Floyd, who
specializes in one of a kind fish and other wildlife carvings. Our catalogue is on our Etsy
site but please call us directly for a discount and shipping or pick up information.
CONTACT INFO

Laughing Moon LLC

/laughingmoonllc

etsy.com/shop/laughingmoonllc/
terriefloyd1@gmail.com

| 619.508.8277

*Call us directly to order
and receive a discount.

Clock 1
Honeybee pendulum
clock.
Measures 9” x 12” x 1/4”

Clock 2
Brown Owl pendulum
clock.
Measures 6” x 15” x 1/4”

Clock 3
Bird house pendulum
clock
Measures 9” x 13” x 1/4”

ITEM # c-0010

ITEM # TF-0011

ITEM # TF-0012

PRICE $48.00

PRICE $48.00

PRICE $48.00

Fish 1
Small wall or ornament fish.
Measures 5” x 3” x 1/2”

Fish 2
Large carved Bass with
resin eye.
Measures 14” x 6” x 1/2”

Fish 3
Long school of 7 Garibaldi
fish with bright blue
accents.
Measures 23” x 3” x 1/2”

ITEM # TF-0013

ITEM # TF-0014

ITEM # TF-0015

PRICE $25.00

PRICE $35.00

PRICE $45.00

Hand-crafted treasures by local artists
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ARTIST

Kurt M. Bauer

LOCATION
San Diego, CA

MEDIUM
Drink Coasters Handcrafted from Vintage Artwork

BIO
Kurt Michael Bauer – a.k.a. Kurtasaurus Domesticus – is an ingenious designer who snoops
around estate sales for vintage materials, upcycling them into cool creations. Kursters – a
blend of ‘KURtasaurus’ & ‘CoaSTERS’– are handcrafted from EXTINCT MATERIALS …
maps, books, patterns & memorabilia … that are put through an UPCYCLE PROCESS to
preserve the artwork, producing DISTINCT CREATIONS for your ‘Cave-Sweet-Cave‘.
CONTACT INFO

Kurtasaurus

/kurtasaurus

kurtasaurusdesigns.com | 619.246.3272

/kurtasaurus1/

Kurt@KurtasaurusDesigns.com

/kurtasaurus1

Dress Pattern Coasters
Handcrafted from actual
vintage dress pattern
packages – not scans or
reproductions. Available
in years 1941-1999 for
Women’s patterns. Message
me for other pattern options.

Map Coasters
These drink coasters are
handcrafted from actual
vintage travel maps – not
scans or reproductions.
Available in all 50 states and
D.C. Message me to choose
specific cities or areas.

Custom Map Coasters
These coasters are
handcrafted from real
maps you mix-n-match
to create your own set ...
cities, states, countries, etc!
Available in Slim Lightweight
and Substantial Ceramic in
sets of 4, 6, 8 or 12.

ITEM # KB-0010

ITEM # KB-0011

ITEM # KB-0012

PRICE $32.00 set of 4

PRICE $32.00 set of 4

PRICE $32-120 per set

Custom Coasters
Completely customizable
with your special photos,
mementos, characters or
business logo. Anything!
Available in Slim Lightweight
and Substantial Ceramic in
sets of 4, 6, 8 or 12.

Fiesta Coasters
Handcrafted from photos I
shot of fabrics I purchased
while traveling throughout
Mexico, then converted
into vivid graphic designs.
Available in Slim Lightweight
and Substantial Ceramic.

Holiday Coasters
These drink coasters are
created from actual holiday
books or vintage wrapping
papers – not scans or
reproductions. Sure to
evoke festive memories
every time you enjoy your
favorite holiday beverage.

ITEM # KB-0013

ITEM # KB-0014

ITEM # KB-0015

PRICE $32-120 per set

PRICE $32-40 per set

PRICE $32-40 per set

Questions? 619-559-9082 or talmadgeartshow@me.com
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ARTIST

Sabine Snykers
LOCATION
Santa Monica, CA

MEDIUM
Glass - jewelry and home decor
* All items are disinfected, holidays inspired and gift wrapped in a box

BIO
Sabine Snykers has been working in glass since 1980. She graduated from art school
in Belgium, came to Southern California in 1988, and started a glassstudio. Her work
appears in the Holiday Collection of the Blue Room of the White House in Washington
D.C. One-of-a-kind kiln-worked glass ornaments, platters, bowls, vases, accessories for
the desk, hair barrettes, earrings, pins, pendants.
CONTACT INFO

Sabine’s Art Glass Studio

www.sabine-artglassstudio.com
sabinesnykers@aol.com | 805.310.0644

/sabine.snykers/
/sabinesnykers/

Earrings # 1
Dichroic glass on black
glass, polished, sterling
silver earwires, plated
silver bails.
Total Length: 1 5/8”
Width: 7/16”

Earrings #3
Dichroic glass on black,
engraved, polished,
sterling silver earwires.
Total Length: 1.50”
Width: 5/8”

Vase #7
Iridescent translucent
glass, accents in 23k
gold, engraved, polished.
Decorative and functional,
wash by hand.
Length: 5”
Width: 8”

ITEM # SSG-0010

ITEM # SSG-0011

ITEM # SSG-0012

PRICE $29.00

PRICE $29.00

PRICE $60.00

Vase #8
‘Handkerchief Vase’ in
translucent blue, orange
,yellow, and transparent
clear glass. Decorative and
functional, wash by hand.
Length: 5”
Width: 7”

Round Dish #11
Multi Color Translucent
Glass. Decorative and
Functional, Handwash.
Diameter: 4 ¼”
Height: 6/8”

Round Bowl #12
Blue, red, orange
translucent glass, black
glass. Decorative and
functional, engraved with
a stylus, wash by hand;
Diameter: 6 5/8”
Height: 2”

ITEM # SSG-0013

ITEM # SSG-0016

ITEM # SSG-0015

PRICE $90.00

PRICE $48.00

PRICE $160.00

Hand-crafted treasures by local artists
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ARTIST

Mike Leamons &
Suzi Sterling

LOCATION
La Mesa, CA

MEDIUM
Decorative Art and Gifts made from enamel on repurposed copper

BIO
Our collection represents more than 30 years’ experience manipulating metals into
jewelry, sculpture and industrial components. We create something new from enameled
copper - recycled and repurposed. We form the pieces by hand and hammers, then coat
with fine powdered glass. These pieces are fired at 1500 degrees to melt the glass. Our
current collection: bowls, trays, vases, boxes and jewelry.
CONTACT INFO

Bowls by Mike and Me

suzisterlingdesigns.com

/suzisterlingdesigns/

suzisterling@gmail.com

/suzisterelingdesigns

Golden Tray
One of a kind shape and
design. This 7” tray is a
beautiful golden piece of
art. Enamel on copper. Back
side is enameled as well.

Green Bowl
3 3/4” enamel on copper
pierced bowl.

Pacific Ocean Blues
This 83/4””shell”-shaped
tray is enameled over
copper on both sides. A
one of a kind piece of art.

ITEM # SS-0010

ITEM # SS-0011

ITEM # SS-0012

PRICE $68.00

PRICE $38.00

PRICE $68.00

Pink Tray
Pink 7 1/2” tray with bold
design. Enameled front
and back.

Frog Tray
This cute little frog could
be a prince one day!
4 3/4” enameled both
sides.

Berries Tray
Green pierced 6”
bowl with Red berries.
Enamel over copper
on both sides.

ITEM # SS-0013

ITEM # SS-0014

ITEM # SS-0015

PRICE $68.00

PRICE $38.00

PRICE $68.00

Questions? 619-559-9082 or talmadgeartshow@me.com
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ARTIST

Toni Seymour
LOCATION
Novato, CA

BIO
I have been interested in fiber all my life. I have experimented with sewing and
embroidery, but found my true love with weaving. My inspirations come from nature and
my reactions to the world around me, both natural and metaphysical. The possibilities are
endless. I create handwoven rugs, wall hangings and pillows and dye all my own yarn,
using only natural plant dyes.
CONTACT INFO

Toni Seymour Handwoven

etsy.com/shop/ToniSeymourHandwoven

/rugweaver/

tonibowes@gmail.com | 415-717-0665

/ToniSeymourHandwoven

Outlier
Handwoven rug. Two rugs
in one. Silver gray with
navy blue blocks on one
side, navy blue with silver
gray blocks on the other.
Dimensions: 32” long, 26”
wide.

Handwoven Wall Hanging
Southwestern Navajo
Design. Hand dyed using
natural dyes. Colors are
black, burgundy, dusty
pink and a touch of gray.
Mounted on a bamboo
hanger, 36” long, 24” wide.

Wool Dryer Balls (set of 3)
Felted Wool Clothing Dryer
Balls-Totally Green Product.
They are handmade, 100%
felted wool. The wool
wicks the water from the
clothing in the dryer, thereby
cutting your drying time by
approximately 25%.

ITEM # TS-0010

ITEM # TS-0011

ITEM # TS-0012

PRICE $240.00

PRICE $295.00

PRICE $20.00

Southwestern Navajo Pillow
Handwoven Neck or
Back Round Pillow, cover
material: fleece, wool; fill
material: polyester. Wool is
hand-dyed in Navajo colors
of charcoal gray, blue, gold,
black, and off white using
natural dyes.

Striped Rug
Handwoven striped rug in
deep brown, burnt orange
and a very soft lemon
yellow. 100% wool dyed
using natural dyes. 25” x
25.5”, stripes are 1.5” wide.

Handwoven Wall Hanging
Handwoven wall hanging in
black and deep red stripes
made from hand-dyed wool,
linen. Measures 28” x 31”.
Mounted on a bamboo
hanger that measures 35”
wide.

ITEM # TS-0013

ITEM # TS-0014

ITEM # TS-0015

PRICE $65.00

PRICE $275.00

PRICE $285.00

MEDIUM
Fibre, Home Decor

Hand-crafted treasures by local artists
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ARTIST

Elisa R. Goodman

LOCATION
Los Angeles, CA

MEDIUM
Greeting Cards–using Postage Stamps and embellishing them with
re-purposed textiles and decorative papers.
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SENDING HUGS!

BIO
Elisa Goodman has been creating her signature collage Handmade Postage Stamp Art
Cards with repurposed fabrics for the past 20 years. In addition, Elisa is an illustrator and
creative writer. Her work is available as greeting cards, magnets, posters, t-shirts and
books, etc. Elisa has many styles available in cards and illustrations that are not able to be
shown here. Custom requests are also encouraged.
CONTACT INFO

Curmudgeon Cards
Curmudgeoncards.com

/curmudgeoncards

| 323.839.0128

/curmudgeoncards/

curmudgeoncards@earthlink.net

‘I’m Skewed’ - Posters
The I’m Skewed Collection, is
a unique collection of Works
of ART on Paper, dedicated
to enhancing your life through
creative expression, impactful
communication & inspired
ART! $25 (Unframed) for an
8” x 10” or $50* for 13” x 19”.

Handmade Art Cards
Category Butterflies:
Handmade Electric Blue
Butterfly with Black Wings –
Materials used: Lace, fabric
and paper. Many handmade
art cards to choose from on
my website.

Handmade Art Cards
Category – Asian
Woodblock Prints. Girl
with Fuchsia and Orange
Kimono (Japan). Many
handmade art cards
to choose from on my
website.

ITEM # EG-0010

ITEM # EG-0011

ITEM # EG-0012

PRICE $25.00 / $50.00

PRICE $18.00

PRICE $18.00

‘I’m Skewed’ - Greeting Cards
Available themes: Birthday,
Holiday, Thank You,
Encouragement, Creativity
& Self-Expression, Positive
Vibes, Wellness, Yogathemed, Condolences. Many
cards to choose from on my
website.

‘I’m Skewed’ - T-Shirts
Long Sleeve, white/heather
grey. Super comfortable,
long, flattering scalloped
back. 50% Polyester, 25%
Cotton & 25% Rayon. Sizes
avail: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL.
*Please Note: XL & XXL has
a slight increase in price.

‘I’m Skewed’ - Magnets
Great stocking stuffers and
can be used on Aluminum
refrigerators.There are
about 50 styles available
on my website.

ITEM # EG-0013

ITEM # EG-0014

ITEM # EG-0015

PRICE $5.00 each

PRICE $24 / $28xl / $30xxl

PRICE $7.00 each

Questions? 619-559-9082 or talmadgeartshow@me.com
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ARTIST

Donald Seymour

BIO
I am a retired orthopaedic surgeon from Marin County, CA. I have saved my artistic energy
for my retirement years. My photography is an exploration of the endless interplay of light
and form in flowers and our natural environment. All aspects of the production process,
from initial photography thru mounting, are done by me, my wife grows the flowers.

LOCATION
Novato, CA

CONTACT INFO

MEDIUM
Photography

www.etsy.com/shop/FineArtByDonPrints

Seymour Fine Art
dsorca9@gmail.com | 415.382.8635

/FineArtByDonPrints/

The Gift
The Buddha is offering the
Rose to...?
As with all my flower prints,
my wife grew this flower,
then I photographed and
printed it.
ITEM # DS-0010
PRICE 5”x7” $20
10”x10” $44
20”x20” $94

The Caress
I don’t ‘pose’ flowers when
capturing their image. In this
case, I just placed them next
to each other, and clicked.

Single Yellow Rose
‘A rose is a rose is a rose’;
and its meaning is legion.
I named it ‘Single Yellow
Rose’, and you will decide
the real name.

ITEM # DS-0011
PRICE 5”x7” $20
10”x10” $44
20”x20” $94

ITEM # DS-0012
PRICE 5”x7” $20
10”x10” $44
20”x20” $94

Point Counterpoint
I selected this section of a
beautiful rose: the balance
and forms were ‘just right’ in
this one position. Discovered
the name on looking at the
first print: Point Counterpoint.

Lavender Iris
Discovering the name of
each print usually happens
after the first print. The name
kept changing in my mind
for this very beautiful, and
somewhat abstract flower.

Birds Nest Dahlia
This blossom was several
inches wide: image is of a
very small portion.

ITEM # DS-0013
PRICE 5”x7” $20
10”x10” $44
20”x20” $94

ITEM # DS-0014
PRICE 5”x7” $20
10”x10” $44
20”x20” $94

ITEM # DS-0015
PRICE 5”x7” $20
10”x10” $44
20”x20” $94

All prints are printed on Archival Canvas with Archival Inks; and all, except 5”x7”, with 1” white margins added. Prints rolled and mailed in tubes. Custom sizes
available, including for gallery wraps.

Hand-crafted treasures by local artists

TAS HOLIDAY GIFT GUIDE 2020

PHOTOGRAPHY

Alan Greenberg
LOCATION
San Diego, CA

BIO
I have been a photographer for 50 years. I now specialize in landscape and animal
photography. The images you see are just a few that are available. See more on my
FLICKR site. Photographs are a very personal thing and I can customize the size and
mounts according to your needs. Every print is a special order so you will enjoy them for
years to come.
CONTACT INFO

Alan Greenberg Photography

/alangreenbergphotography/

flickr.com/photos/alangreenbergphotography/

MEDIUM
Photography

|

agrnbrg@me.com | 619-559-0586
Images are printed on Moab
Entrada Bright Rag Paper
which is a 100% cotton fine
art paper, archival quality
and acid and lignin free.
11 x 14 $50.00
16 x 24 $90.00
24 x 36 $170.00

Sunset from Rachel’s Knoll
ITEM # AG-0010

Scripps Pier
ITEM # AG-0011

San Diego in the Evening Light
ITEM # AG-0012

Mother and Pup
ITEM # AG-0013

Moonset from Jumble Rock
ITEM # AG-0014

Chapel of the Holy Cross Vortex
ITEM # AG-0015

Questions? 619-559-9082 or talmadgeartshow@me.com

43

CONTACT THE ARTISTS DIRECTLY
FOR ORDERS BY CLICKING ON A
PRODUCT PHOTO, THEIR WEBSITE
OR EMAIL LINKS.
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GI F T GUI DE

2020
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